Are You One Breach Away From Losing a Healthcare Consumer?

Accenture 2017 Consumer Survey on Healthcare Cybersecurity and Digital Trust
United States consumers trust healthcare organizations to protect their digital data—and they may be unforgiving of failure

According to an Accenture survey, healthcare consumers believe that payers and providers are taking measures to protect patients’ digital healthcare data, yet 26 percent of consumers have experienced a data breach. In response, 25 percent of consumers who experienced a breach changed providers, 21 percent changed payers and 19 percent got legal counsel. Interestingly, despite the myriad breaches occurring, consumers are more confident in their providers and payers than in government and health technology companies.

To better understand consumer attitudes toward healthcare data, digital trust, roles and responsibilities, data sharing and breaches, Accenture conducted a survey across seven countries. This report focuses on results from consumers in the United States and on healthcare-specific cybersecurity and digital trust.

By examining digital trust and the impact of breaches, healthcare organizations can better understand risks, the importance of building resilience and security capability and the need to respond proactively, should a breach occur.

Source: Accenture 2017 Consumer Survey on Healthcare Cybersecurity and Digital Trust
Healthcare consumers don’t trust everyone with their data

A significant majority of consumers (88 percent) trust their physicians or other healthcare providers to keep digital healthcare data secure. In fact, 36 percent have “a great deal” of trust in these entities. Nearly the same percentage of people trust their pharmacy (85 percent), the hospitals they visit (84 percent), their health insurance company (82 percent) and diagnostic labs (82 percent). Far fewer trust the tech companies (57 percent) that develop the wearables and health apps that they use, or the government (56 percent). (Figure 1)

![Figure 1: Healthcare consumers have varying degrees of trust in healthcare organizations.](image)

- **Most Trusted**
  - My physician(s) or other healthcare providers: 88%
  - My pharmacy: 85%
  - Hospitals I visit: 84%
  - My health insurance company: 82%
  - Labs that process my medical tests: 82%

- **Least Trusted**
  - Tech companies (i.e., for wearables/health apps I use): 57%
  - Government: 56%
  - Urgent care or walk-in retail clinics I visit: 75%
  - IT support for my physician’s office or other medical site: 75%
  - Non-medical staff at my physician’s or healthcare provider’s office: 65%
  - My physician(s) or other healthcare providers: 100%
  - My pharmacy: 100%
  - Hospitals I visit: 100%
  - My health insurance company: 100%
  - Labs that process my medical tests: 100%
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Confidence lies in more traditional healthcare relationships

A majority of US consumers have at least some confidence in the digital data security measures their providers and insurers are taking, 80 percent and 79 percent, respectively. Fewer (63 percent) are confident in the security measures that health app and device companies have taken to protect privacy and secure health data—only 17 percent are very confident in these companies. (Figure 2)

**FIGURE 2. Healthcare consumers have greater confidence in the security measures taken by healthcare providers and insurers than in those by app/device companies.**
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Despite consumers having trust in healthcare organizations, healthcare data is being stolen

One out of four US healthcare consumers (26 percent) has experienced a breach of their digital healthcare data, which may include their Social Security number, contact information, electronic medical record or health insurance ID. Half of those people were victims of medical identity theft. Of those, most often the stolen identity was used to purchase items (37 percent). Stolen IDs were also used for other fraudulent activities that include billing for care, receiving care and filling prescriptions (Figure 3). Among those who experienced identity theft, most consumers report the incident cost them an estimated $2,528, on average, per incident.

FIGURE 3. Victims of medical identity theft report stolen IDs were used for fraudulent activities.
Breaches may not happen where consumers expect them

Among those consumers who experienced a breach, one-third (36 percent) said it occurred in a hospital—the third most trusted entity to keep data secure—while one-fifth (22 percent) said the breach happened at an urgent care clinic, pharmacy (22 percent), physician’s office (21 percent) or health insurance company that was holding their data (21 percent). Interestingly, the lowest percentage of breaches (6 percent) occurred at a government entity—which is the entity that consumers trust the least to keep digital health data secure. (Figure 4)
Finding the breach

Half of consumers who experienced a breach found out about it themselves. Just fewer than half (45 percent) were proactively notified and about one-third (36 percent) learned about the breach passively. (Figure 5)

What are healthcare data thieves taking?

Among those consumers who experienced a breach, nearly one-third (31 percent) had their Social Security number stolen. The same percentage had contact information or electronic medical records compromised. Biometric identifiers were the data least frequently compromised in a breach (10 percent).
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In response to the breach of their healthcare data, nine out of 10 (91 percent) consumers took action to protect their data. They changed passwords or other credentials (29 percent). Some (24 percent) subscribed to an identity protection service or added security software to their computer (20 percent).

Some consumers took action against their providers or insurance plans. One-quarter of those experiencing a breach changed healthcare providers (25 percent) and 21 percent changed their insurance company as a result of a breach. Others sought legal help (19 percent) or involved the police (14 percent). (Figure 6)
Healthcare data breaches can harm digital trust

In response to the breach, nine out of 10 (91 percent) consumers reported that the company holding their data took some action. Three-quarters (76 percent) felt the breach was handled “very well” or “somewhat well.”

Interestingly, following a breach, 41 percent of consumers gained trust in the organization, 24 percent reported no change in their trust and 34 percent lost trust. (Figure 7)

FIGURE 7. After a breach, consumers report how it impacted their trust in the organization.
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Improving cybersecurity is the first step in building digital trust

Breaches are inevitable. Healthcare organizations can try to protect against them, but moreover, they should establish digital trust early on to build a foundation that helps consumers to weather the storm of a breach. According to Accenture analysis, healthcare providers that do not make cybersecurity a strategic priority will put $305 billion of cumulative lifetime patient revenue at risk over the next five years.¹

Now is the time for healthcare providers, health plans and other organizations to strengthen cybersecurity capabilities, improve their defenses, build resilience and better manage breaches. Most importantly, they can give consumers the confidence that their data is in trusted hands.

KEY ACTIONS TO FOCUS ON:

- **IMPROVE RESPONSE CAPABILITIES**
  In conjunction with improving detection, handle breaches quickly and efficiently, in a way that limits damage.

- **VALIDATE DOWNTIME PROCEDURES**
  Strive to reduce recovery time to minimize impact on patient care and business operations.

- **SHARE THREAT INFORMATION**
  Act on learnings and share them with others. Communicate to consumers the actions you have taken.

- **RE-BOOT YOUR APPROACH**
  Embrace an end-to-end cyber defense that recognizes a spectrum of threats, minimizes exposure, and identifies and protects high-priority assets.

- **MANAGE YOUR RISKS**
  Make targeted cybersecurity investments that will deliver measurable returns and help you build digital trust with healthcare consumers, who are increasingly security-aware.

Accenture 2017 Consumer Survey on Healthcare Cybersecurity and Digital Trust

Accenture commissioned a seven-country survey of 7,580 consumers ages 18+ to assess their attitudes toward healthcare data, digital trust, roles and responsibilities, data sharing and breaches. The online survey included consumers across seven countries: Australia (1,000), Brazil (1,000), England (1,000), Norway (800), Saudi Arabia (850), Singapore (930) and the United States (2,000). The survey was conducted by Nielsen on behalf of Accenture between November 2016 and January 2017. The analysis provided comparisons by country, sector, age and use.
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